InVest: 23 – Invest in the Temple of Wisdom
Starting on the 1st day of April, the 4th month of the year, begin to focus on your 4th power of
wisdom-judgment-justice. Easter is April 4th this year, and both the Western and Eastern
Orthodox branches of Christianity will celebrate it on the same day, whereas usually they don’t.
Easter is shaping up to be double-duty time of crucifixion, entombment and resurrection.
Wisdom-judgment-justice manifests via the third-eye and pituitary gland, and as all of the
other endocrine glands. The pituitary is the master gland that corresponds to the third-eye
doorway between dimensions, because the only way to be wise is to see above and below, in
the past and the future, within and without. We judge rightly and see the justice in each situation
by having the cosmic vision of the all-seeing or third eye in the region of our forehead. Only with
one-pointed vision can we be wise as a serpent, gentle as a dove.
April 2nd – Crucifixion: Imagine a horizontal pole of light that travels through your temples
and the temporal lobes of your cerebrum, which reveals your memories of this and past lives,
exposing whatever is not wise or just or judged rightly, including the ways in which you have
been judgmental and have seen your problems as being “out there.” Leading up to and
including Good Friday, watch, wait, listen and learn as you are third-eyed focused. Weigh,
evaluate and determine what is out of balance and needing refinement. Then, cross this out and
de-crystallize it. Dissolve any lingering negative judgments, any unwise and unjust views of
yourself and others. Whew! Aren’t you glad to finally release this crude, once and for all!?
April 3rd - Rest in the tomb: After you judge and crucify remaining thorny issues, die and enter
into the tomb where you rest on Saturday. Before, you were vertical on the cross; now you are
flat on our back in a tomb of stone. This is a time of rest and deep reflection, a time to dismiss
any leftover threads or reverberations of your crucifixion. In the tomb, totally let go and let God
come into its closed doors and into your pituitary gland. This gland, this tomb, this double dome
of light inside the domed skull is the seat of your temple of wisdom, wherein you no longer see
with mortal eyes but begin to see with the eyes of your I Am Self. In this third eye/pituitary
center, see the green light of wisdom.
April 4th - Resurrect! Spirit and your guardian angels lower your light or Christ body down a
vertical pole of light through your crown and third eye chakras, and all the way down your spine.
In risen I Am consciousness, watch as the rock over the tomb’s sealed entrance is rolled back.
Very tentatively at first, take your first steps out into the blinding light of your I Am Self and light
form. In this new day, your view is cosmic, beyond anything of the mortal, third dimensional
world. It is the light and love and wisdom of the fourth dimension.
From April 1-4, keep your third eye single on and invest yourself totally in resurrection.
See it from the beginning to the end. Hold to it with double dedication through your crucifixion
and your entombment. Double up and double down by way of the third eye wisdom-judgment
faculty. Then, rise doubly high in your resurrection, which is double what you have expected. Be
doubly the holy child of God that you, a double dome of divine love and wisdom. So be it.
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